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ABSTRACT
Physical properties of galaxies at z > 7 are of interest for understanding both the early phases
of star formation and the process of cosmic reionization. Chemical abundance measurements offer
valuable information on the integrated star formation history, and hence ionizing photon production,
as well as the rapid gas accretion expected at such high redshifts. We use reported measurements of
[O iii] 88µm emission and star formation rate to estimate gas-phase oxygen abundances in five galaxies
at z = 7.1− 9.1 using the direct Te method. We find typical abundances 12 + log (O/H) = 7.9 (∼0.2
times the solar value) and an evolution of 0.9±0.5 dex in oxygen abundance at fixed stellar mass from
z ' 8 to 0. These results are compatible with theoretical predictions, albeit with large (conservative)
uncertainties in both mass and metallicity. We assess both statistical and systematic uncertainties to
identify promising means of improvement with the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) and the
James Webb Space Telescope (JWST). In particular we highlight [O iii] 52µm as a valuable feature
for robust metallicity measurements. Precision of 0.1–0.2 dex in Te-based O/H abundance can be
reasonably achieved for galaxies at z ≈ 5–8 by combining [O iii] 52µm with rest-frame optical strong
lines. It will also be possible to probe gas mixing and mergers via resolved Te-based abundances
on kpc scales. With ALMA and JWST, direct metallicity measurements will thus be remarkably
accessible in the reionization epoch.
Subject headings: Galaxy chemical evolution (580) — High-redshift galaxies (734) — Galaxy evolution
(594)
1. INTRODUCTION
Deep spectroscopy of distant galaxies has recently be-
gun to provide both redshift confirmations and a glimpse
of their physical properties at z > 7. Multiple lines
of evidence suggest that this period coincides with a
phase transition of the universe from largely neutral
at z > 7 to primarily ionized at z < 6, marking the
“epoch of reionization” (e.g., Stark 2016; Mason et al.
2018). A key question is whether star formation in
early galaxies produced enough ionizing photons to ac-
count for the reionization process. Current constraints
rely largely on the rest-frame ultraviolet luminosity func-
tion of photometrically-selected galaxy samples, mea-
sured from Hubble Space Telescope imaging. This pro-
vides a good instantaneous snapshot of star formation
rates reaching z ≈ 10 (e.g., Ellis et al. 2013; Calvi et al.
2016; Oesch et al. 2018; Bouwens et al. 2019). However,
information on the previous history of star formation and
ionizing photon production remains ambiguous and chal-
lenging to obtain (e.g., Strait et al. 2020; Roberts-Borsani
et al. 2020). Therefore relatively little is known about
galaxy assembly in the first 500 Myr of the Universe at
z & 10.
Gas-phase metallicity1 of galaxies is a valuable diag-
nostic property as it is sensitive to star formation his-
1 Throughout this paper we use the term “metallicity” to refer
to gas-phase abundance of oxygen relative to hydrogen, O/H.
tory, as well as cosmological gas accretion and metal-
enriched outflows which are expected to be prevalent
at high redshifts. A strong correlation between galaxy
stellar mass and metallicity has been established up to
z ' 3.5, enabling interpretation of galaxy chemical evo-
lution in terms of past star formation and gas flow rates
(e.g., Maiolino & Mannucci 2019, and references therein).
At higher redshifts, the widely used optical emission line
diagnostics become inaccessible to ground-based obser-
vations, but will be observable with the upcoming James
Webb Space Telescope (JWST). Currently only a few
measurements of galaxy metallicities have been reported
above z > 4 using a variety of methods (e.g., Shapley et
al. 2017; Totani et al. 2006; Faisst et al. 2016; Cullen et
al. 2019).
This paper is concerned with direct measurement of
galaxy metallicities in the epoch of reionization. The
standard “direct method” (or “Te method”) to calculate
metallicity relies on nebular electron temperature Te and
density ne. Te is the more challenging to obtain and is
typically determined from ratios of auroral and strong
nebular emission lines (e.g., [O iii]λ4363/[O iii]λ5007).
However, auroral line fluxes are well below the detection
thresholds of typical high-redshift surveys. To date this
method has been applied for tens of galaxies at z ∼ 1
(e.g., Jones et al. 2015; Ly et al. 2014) and only a hand-
ful at z > 2 (e.g., Sanders et al. 2020; Christensen et al.
2012; Gburek et al. 2019), with none at z > 4. Applying
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2the Te method with optical auroral lines at higher red-
shifts will be extremely challenging even with JWST. In
contrast, several detections of far-IR [O iii] 88µm emis-
sion have recently been achieved at z > 7 using the Ata-
cama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA; Inoue et al. 2016;
Laporte et al. 2017; Carniani et al. 2017; Hashimoto et
al. 2018, 2019; Tamura et al. 2019). This breakthrough
with ALMA provides a promising route toward direct
metallicity measurements of bright z > 7 galaxies using
[O iii] 52µm,88µm combined with [O iii]λλ4959,5007 to
determine Te. In fact the Te derived using far-IR lines
is less sensitive to variations in temperature than auro-
ral diagnostics, potentially enabling more robust results
(e.g., Croxall et al. 2013; Esteban et al. 2009).
This paper addresses both available constraints and
future prospects for galaxy metallicities at z > 7. We
first describe our method and apply it to a sample of
z > 7 galaxies (Section 2), followed by an assessment of
systematic uncertainties (Section 3). We discuss impli-
cations of our results for chemical evolution in the reion-
ization epoch in Section 4. In Section 5 we consider
how to mitigate uncertainties with future observations
using JWST and ALMA, feasibly reaching 0.1–0.2 dex
precision in O/H. We summarize the main conclusions
in Section 6. Throughout this paper we adopt a flat
ΛCDM cosmology with ΩM = 0.272, ΩΛ = 0.728, and
H0 = 70.4 km s
−1 Mpc−1 (Komatsu et al. 2011). We
refer to emission lines by their rest-frame wavelengths,
adopting common but separate conventions for optical
(e.g., [O iii]λ4363, implicitly in Angstroms) and infrared
lines (e.g., [O iii] 88µm).
2. METALLICITY CONSTRAINTS AT Z > 7 FROM
CURRENT [O iii] 88µm DATA
In this section we show that a combination of
[O iii] 88µm nebular emission and star formation rate
(SFR) alone provides reasonable constraints on the
metallicity, subject to assumptions about nebular physi-
cal properties. The basic methodology is as follows:
1. Estimate H i recombination line luminosity (e.g.
Hβ) based on the photometrically-derived SFR
2. Calculate the abundance ratio O++/H+ from the
ratio of [O iii] 88µm/Hβ luminosities, with an as-
sumed electron density (ne) and temperature (Te)
3. Assess systematic uncertainties in abundance based
on a plausible range of ne, Te, and ionization cor-
rection factor (ICF)
A notable aspect is that Te contributes relatively lit-
tle uncertainty, whereas it typically dominates the error
budget of [O iii]λ4363-based measurements. This advan-
tage results from the relative insensitivity of far-IR emis-
sion lines to temperature (as we discuss in Section 2.4).
2.1. z > 7 galaxy sample
We analyze the sample of six Lyman break galaxies
with [O iii] 88µm detections compiled by Harikane et
al. (2019), spanning z = 7.1–9.1. The relevant mea-
surements and original literature references are given
in Table 1. In the case of BDF-3299, the SFR and
[O iii] 88µm measurements correspond to different spa-
tial regions which we consider separately, with appropri-
ate upper and lower limits. The sample therefore con-
tains 7 sources, of which 5 have measurements of both
SFR and [O iii] 88µm.
We estimate H i recombination line luminosities us-
ing the calibration of Kennicutt (1998) converted to a
Chabrier stellar initial mass function (IMF):
L(Hα) [erg s−1] = 2.3× 1041 × SFR [M yr−1] (1)
as appropriate for the SFR values in Table 1 (for details
see Harikane et al. 2019, and other tabulated references).
This calibration is consistent (within 5%) with the mean
relation for z ∼ 2 galaxies from Shivaei et al. (2016). We
report Hβ luminosity as a practical example (e.g., easily
compared with [O iii]λλ4959,5007), with intrinsic ratio
Hα
Hβ = 2.79 appropriate for Case B recombination and
Te = 1.5×104 K. Both the SFR and luminosity values in
Table 1 are corrected for dust attenuation (with a range
AV ≈ 0–1 from original references), while observed Hβ
fluxes are expected to be reduced.
2.2. Oxygen abundance
The combination of [O iii] 88µm and Hβ luminosi-
ties now allows an estimate of the ion abundance ra-
tio O++/H+, which we compute using the PyNeb pack-
age (Luridiana et al. 2012). We adopt fiducial values of
Te = 1.5 × 104 K and ne = 250 cm−3, which gives a
simple relation for doubly ionized oxygen abundance:
12+log (O++/H+) = 7.735+log
L88µm
107 L
−log SFR
M yr−1
(2)
expressed here in terms of SFR. These fiducial values are
chosen on the basis of available measurements for sam-
ples at z & 2 (e.g., Sanders et al. 2016, 2020; Strom et al.
2017); both the fiducial Te and ne are considerably higher
than for typical galaxies at z ' 0 (e.g., Andrews & Mar-
tini 2013). The z & 2 sample with temperature measure-
ments available is in fact representative of even higher-z
galaxy demographics in terms of specific SFR, young in-
ferred ages, emission line equivalent widths, and other
properties. Resulting ion abundance ratios are given in
Table 1, along with total abundance 12+log (O/H) for an
estimated ionization correction of 0.17 dex (Section 3.3).
This simple exercise demonstrates the method of de-
termining oxygen abundances, with fiducial assumptions
suggesting approximately 0.05–0.4 times the solar value
for this z > 7 sample (adopting solar 12 + log (O/H) =
8.69; Asplund et al. 2009). However we must first verify
the method (Section 2.3) and critically assess the uncer-
tainties (Section 3), before discussing implications of the
results.
2.3. Validation of the method at z = 0
To verify the reliability of using [O iii] 88µm and SFR
to calculate metallicity, we apply the method described
above to nearby galaxies with Herschel Space Observa-
tory data from the Dwarf Galaxy Survey (DGS; Madden
et al. 2013). The DGS sample is chosen as being likely the
most appropriate comparison based on properties such as
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Fig. 1.— Comparison of 12 + log (O/H) determined from
[O iii] 88µm and SFR, compared to measurements based on stan-
dard optical emission line methods (using [O iii]λ4363 as a Te
diagnostic). Blue stars show all galaxies with suitable [O iii] 88µm
measurements from Herschel taken as part of the Dwarf Galaxy
Survey (DGS). The solid black line shows the one-to-one relation,
with dashed lines at ±0.4 dex (corresponding to 2σ scatter of the
solid symbols), demonstrating reasonably good agreement. The
three galaxies which differ by >0.4 dex (open symbols) can all be
reconciled with direct measurements as discussed in the text.
nebular excitation and metallicity. Figure 1 shows the re-
sults calculated using [O iii] 88µm fluxes from Cormier et
al. (2015), with distances and infrared-based star forma-
tion rates from Madden et al. (2013). The figure shows all
19 DGS targets with available measurements for which
Herschel covers the entire far-IR emission region. The
[O iii] 88µm-based results are compared with metallici-
ties measured from optical lines (either direct measure-
ments with [O iii]λ4363 or strong-line methods calibrated
to the same scale; Madden et al. 2013). For comparison
purposes we subtract 0.2 dex from the [O iii] 88µm-based
metallicities in Figure 1, to account for systematic dif-
ferences in the [O iii]λ4363 method attributed to tem-
perature fluctuations (i.e., the well-known “abundance
discrepancy factor” or ADF; Esteban et al. 2009; Lo´pez-
Sa´nchez et al. 2012; Blanc et al. 2015). [O iii] 88µm
is not significantly affected by such temperature fluctu-
ations, although it may be subject to other biases. We
have otherwise adopted the same fiducial values as for
the z > 7 sample described above.
Figure 1 shows generally good agreement between our
method and previously published O/H values. Metallici-
ties calculated from our method are on average 0.09 dex
lower than the [O iii]λ4363-based measurements, with
RMS scatter of 0.30 dex. This mean discrepancy can
easily be resolved by varying the fiducial assumptions
such as density, ionization correction, or the ADF. It is
notable that the scatter in Figure 1 is only 0.3 dex given
that a single Te, ne, and ICF has been assumed for the
entire DGS sample. Only three of the 19 galaxies are
discrepant by >0.35 dex, and we consider these cases
specifically:
• He 2-10: Metallicity from the [O iii] 88µm method
is lower by ∆(log O/H) = −0.71 than the value re-
ported in Madden et al. (2013). The difference is
mostly due to a high ICF = 0.55 in this source, with
additional effects from higher density and lower
temperature as reported by Esteban et al. (2014).
This case serves to highlight that only the O++ ion-
ization state is constrained directly. Using these re-
ported values and their statistical uncertainty, the
[O iii] 88µm method gives consistent results with
∆(log O/H) = 0.16± 0.14.
• UM 461: The difference ∆(log O/H) = 0.62 can-
not be explained by ne and Te, which are both
similar to the fiducial values (Lagos et al. 2018).
However, Lagos et al. (2018) report an Hα-based
SFR = 0.077 M yr−1 (c.f. 0.01 M yr−1 from
Madden et al. 2013). Adopting the higher SFR,
the difference becomes ∆(log O/H) = 0.06.
• Haro 11: The difference ∆(log O/H) = −0.44 is
largely explained by low ne = 10 ± 10 cm−3 as
measured in two prominent H ii regions (Guseva
et al. 2012). Adopting the values from Guseva et
al. (2012), the [O iii] 88µm-based global metallicity
differs by ∆(log O/H) = −0.15 and +0.06 for the
two H ii regions.
In sum, the largest outliers from Figure 1 are in fact
consistent (< 0.2 dex) with the [O iii] 88µm method
when direct measurements are used instead of fiducial
values. The RMS scatter in Figure 1 is only 0.2 dex if
these three galaxies are removed or corrected; these cases
serve to illustrate potential causes and rates of outliers.
The data show a positive correlation at 95% confidence
level (Pearson correlation coefficient ρ = 0.46), or 99.9%
confidence (ρ = 0.73) if these three galaxies are removed.
These results demonstrate that the combination of
[O iii] 88µm and SFR alone can empirically reproduce
standard Te-method metallicity measurements to within
∼0.3 dex for individual galaxies in the DGS sample, and
< 0.2 dex using prior information (such as ICF and ne).
We conclude that the basic method presented here is
sound.
2.4. The advantage of [O iii] 52µm, 88µm over
[O iii]λ4363
A principal motivation for the [O iii] 88µm-based ap-
proach is the demonstrated success in detecting far-IR
lines at z > 7. It is not a very pragmatic method at
low redshift, where [O iii]λ4363 is instead the most com-
mon Te diagnostic. This is in part due to challenges
of infrared observations and the relative ease of detect-
ing optical auroral lines in nearby galaxies. However,
the situation is reversed at high redshifts where far-IR
lines become accessible to ALMA. A key advantage of
far-IR lines is their relative brightness compared to au-
roral lines. Another major advantage noted previously
is that far-IR lines are relatively insensitive to tempera-
ture (e.g., Croxall et al. 2013). Over a range of 9,000–
20,000 K, [O iii] 88µm varies by only 15% in emissivity,
whereas [O iii]λ4363 varies by a factor 33×. This causes
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Fig. 2.— Illustration of how assumed density and temperature
values affect the derived metallicity. The top panel shows how
derived O++ abundance varies relative to the fiducial values (Sec-
tion 2) at fixed [O iii] 88µm flux. A strong dependence on ne
is apparent due to suppression of [O iii] 88µm emission by col-
lisional de-excitation. In contrast, the middle panel shows that
[O iii] 52µm-based abundance is nearly independent of density
for ne . 1000 cm−3, with only modest temperature dependence.
[O iii] 52µm is therefore a promising metallicity diagnostic for fu-
ture work. The bottom panel demonstrates how the [O iii] doublet
ratio is a robust density diagnostic (e.g., Palay et al. 2012), with
[O iii] 52µm becoming the stronger line at ne > 200 cm−3.
[O iii]λ4363 and other auroral line measurements to be
strongly biased toward high-temperature regions. As a
result, current z & 1 auroral line samples are a biased
subset of the overall galaxy population (e.g., Sanders et
al. 2020). In contrast, far-IR lines depend primarily on
ion abundances and thus can provide more robust metal-
licities across a broader sample.
While this work is necessarily limited to available mea-
surements of the 88 µm line, we note that [O iii] 52µm
is a superior diagnostic. Figure 2 demonstrates that
both lines have similarly weak temperature dependence,
but [O iii] 52µm is far less sensitive to collisional
de-excitation at densities ne . 1000 cm−3, and thus
enables considerably more robust metallicity measure-
ments. Moreover the [O iii] 52µm line is comparable or
brighter (with minimum flux ratio f52f88 ≥ 0.6; Figure 2).
Therefore we consider observations of the 52 µm line to
be a highly desirable priority for future work. Unfortu-
nately it is not widely available even for nearby galax-
ies, and hence our team is pursuing observations for a
benchmark sample with SOFIA (the Stratospheric Ob-
servatory For Infrared Astronomy).
3. SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY
The scatter in Figure 1 and case studies discussed in
Section 2.3 underscore potential systematic errors arising
from the limited data currently available for z > 7 galax-
ies. This section focuses on assessing the main sources of
systematic uncertainty: nebular temperature Te, density
ne, ionization correction factor (ICF), and H i line lumi-
nosity. Each of these contributes at the level of ∼0.2 dex.
Our approach is to consider the plausible range of values
for each parameter in the z > 7 sample, which we list in
Table 2 along with the corresponding range of metallic-
ity. We also tabulate the partial derivative of O/H with
respect to each parameter, illustrating the sensitivity to
moderate changes in the assumed values. This reveals
the dominant sources of error and consequently how to
minimize uncertainty for future studies. The effects of Te
and ne are illustrated as an example in Figure 2. Below
we discuss each parameter separately.
3.1. Nebular temperature Te
Higher Te results in lower metallicity, although with
modest dependence. We consider a maximal range of
Te(O
++) = 9,000–20,000 K. This spans the full range
of nebular Te values seen in galaxy surveys (e.g., Izotov
et al. 2006; Andrews & Martini 2013), hence we view
this as highly conservative. Allowing values as low as
5,000 K would increase the range by only 0.07 dex above
the nominal bound. Restricting to 11,000–20,000 K, the
range in O/H would decrease to ±0.1 dex. Thus the
O++ abundance can be reasonably constrained even with
completely unknown Te.
3.2. Nebular density ne
Higher ne results in higher metallicity, due to collisional
de-excitation suppressing the [O iii] 88µm emission (Fig-
ure 2). Our lower bound of 10 cm−3 represents a strict
limit; lower densities would change O/H by only ∼1%.
The upper bound of 600 cm−3 is the approximate maxi-
mum range found at z ∼ 2.3 from the MOSDEF survey
(from [O ii] and [S ii]; Sanders et al. 2016). Higher densi-
ties are inferred for some objects but not at a statistically
significant level. Nonetheless, higher densities are possi-
ble (e.g., ne > 1000 cm
−3 in extreme z ∼ 3 starbursts;
Zhang et al. 2018) in which case true metallicities would
be above the nominal bounds.
3.3. Ionization correction factor
Only the O++ ion is directly constrained with present
data, representing a lower limit on total oxygen abun-
dance. To estimate the ICF we first adopt a fidu-
cial reddening-corrected O32 =
[O iii]λλ4959,5007
[O ii]λλ3727,3729 flux ra-
tio which is readily compared with observations. High
[O iii] 88µm fluxes and [O iii]/[C ii] ratios generally sug-
gest high O32 for the z > 7 sample (e.g., Harikane et al.
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2019). This is supported by observed mid-IR colors of
z > 6 galaxies indicating extremely large [O iii] equiva-
lent widths (typically W[OIII]4959,5007+Hβ ≈ 500−1500 A˚;
e.g., Labbe´ et al. 2013; Smit et al. 2014, 2015; Laporte
et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2016; Roberts-Borsani et al.
2016), confirmed in lower-redshift analogs (e.g., Mainali
et al. 2020). Empirically such high equivalent widths
suggest O32 ' 2–10 (accounting for scatter in the rela-
tion; Sanders et al. 2020). However this could be over-
estimated if there are significant Balmer breaks in the
stellar spectra. Theoretical modeling likewise suggests
large ionization parameters and high O32. For example,
Katz et al. (2019) predict O32 ' 3–8 for simulated mas-
sive galaxies at z ' 10.
Motivated by these expectations we adopt a fiducial
O32 = 3, combined with ne = 250 cm
−3 and Te(O+)
based on an H ii region relation:
Te(O
+) = 0.7× Te(O++) + 3000 K
(Campbell et al. 1986). (An empirical alternative
Te(O
+) = Te(O
++)−1300 K from Andrews & Martini
2013 produces very similar results.) This gives 33%
of oxygen in the O+ state, or an ICF of +0.17 dex
from O++ to total O abundance. As an approximate
upper bound we take O32 = 1, ne = 600 cm
−3, and
Te(O
++) = 9,000 K, giving ICF = 0.39 dex. As a
lower bound we take O32 = 10, ne = 10 cm
−3, and
Te(O
++) = Te(O
+) = 20,000 K, giving ICF = 0.04 dex.
These cases span the maximal ranges considered for Te
and ne. However, lower O32 or Te(O
+) values are pos-
sible and would lead to higher O/H (e.g., for He 2-10
discussed in Section 2.3).
The above estimates consider only singly and doubly
ionized oxygen. Neutral ions can be safely ignored for
H ii regions. The O3+ state may contribute in cases
where O++/O+ is very large, but the expected effect is
of order ∼1% for the conditions described above (e.g.,
Izotov et al. 2006; Guseva et al. 2012). If anything, O3+
would contribute in more extreme cases of small ICF
where O+ has been underestimated, offsetting the overall
effect. Hence we consider the ICF from O3+ and higher
ionization states to be negligible.
3.4. Hydrogen recombination line luminosity
Higher H i recombination line luminosity implies
higher H+ abundance and lower O/H. We estimate un-
certainty using the comparison of H i Balmer emis-
sion with photometrically-derived SFR by Shivaei et al.
(2016), who find a scatter of σ = 0.17–0.26 dex for vari-
ous data sets in their z ∼ 2 sample. Therefore we adopt
a somewhat conservative 0.25 dex systematic uncertainty
in H i line luminosity (e.g., Hβ). This is comparable in
many cases to statistical uncertainty in SFR of the z > 7
sample, whose spectral energy distributions (SEDs) are
less well sampled than galaxies at lower redshift.
3.5. Total systematic uncertainty
We now assess the total systematic uncertainty, noting
that the various contributions are not fully independent.
Higher Te decreases both O
++/H+ and the ICF toward
lower O/H. Higher ne increases O
++/H+ and slightly in-
creases the ICF. Te also correlates with ne (i.e., higher
overall pressure), such that their combined effects may
lead to somewhat lower systematic uncertainty in O/H.
Overall we estimate the combined uncertainty from Te,
ne, and ICF as ' 0.3 dex considering their covariances.
Scatter in the SFR–L(Hβ) relation has no clear connec-
tion to the other parameters and we treat it as inde-
pendent. In combination we arrive at an estimate of
σsys(log (O/H)) = 0.4 dex for the total systematic error
in O/H for the z > 7 sample. We reiterate that this
estimate conservatively spans a broad range of physical
parameters (e.g., Te =9,000–20,000 K). For comparison,
current measurements based on [O iii]λ4363 at z & 2
have typical statistical uncertainties of ∼0.2 dex in O/H
(e.g., Sanders et al. 2020), comparable to the scatter
from applying our method to the DGS sample (Figure 1).
In our view it is remarkable that such precision can be
achieved at z > 7 solely from [O iii] 88µm flux and a
photometry-based estimate of the SFR.
4. CHEMICAL ENRICHMENT AT Z ' 8
Having verified our methodology and assessed the un-
certainties, we now discuss our results for metallicity of
the z > 7 sample. First we consider timescales required
for enrichment and implications for extended star for-
mation histories, followed by a discussion of the mass-
metallicity relation and its evolution to the present day.
We then comment on spatially resolved structure in the
sample.
4.1. Enrichment and star formation timescales
The metallicity estimates in Table 1 range from ∼ 120
to 13 the solar value, albeit with uncertainty spanning ∼1
dex. The average is 12 + log (O/H) = 7.94 or ∼0.2 so-
lar. Notably in two cases the 1-σ lower bounds are & 0.1
solar, indicating a significant degree of chemical enrich-
ment only ∼650 Myr after the big bang. We can place
an approximate lower bound on the enrichment timescale
by considering a closed-box chemical evolution model,
with an estimated gas depletion time τ ≈ 300 Myr at
these redshifts (e.g., Scoville et al. 2017). For a yield of
approximately solar abundance (e.g., Woosley & Weaver
1995), a metallicity of 0.1 solar requires that ∼10% of gas
in these systems has already been processed into stars,
requiring ∼30 Myr of constant star formation. The en-
richment timescale could be reduced if oxygen yields are
higher, as may be expected at low metallicity due to stel-
lar evolution effects and possibly a top-heavy IMF (e.g.,
Jerˇa´bkova´ et al. 2018). With yields from low-metallicity
stars yO = 0.007–0.039, as tabulated by Vincenzo et al.
(2016, for a Chabrier IMF of different mass cutoffs), an
abundance of 0.1 solar is reached in only 6–33 Myr for
a closed-box model. However, gas inflows and outflows
would increase the time required to enrich interstellar
gas. Both effects are expected to be prevalent given the
sample’s high SFRs. As an example, Langan et al. (2020)
report that gas flows reduce effective yields by a factor of
10 in simulated z ≈ 8 galaxies. This drives the timescale
to ∼100–300 Myr to reach enrichment of ∼0.1 solar.
We thus view 100 Myr as a reasonable order-of-
magnitude estimate of the timescale of past star forma-
tion in the z > 7 sample, in order to explain the aver-
age metallicities. Ages of ∼10 Myr are plausible only in
the absence of gas flows, which we view as an unlikely
scenario, or for the lower-metallicity galaxies. This con-
6trasts with ages . 10 Myr inferred for most of the sam-
ple from single stellar population SED fits. Our chemical
evolution results thus indicate that the true stellar mass
is likely dominated by an extended period of star for-
mation which is not captured by single-component pho-
tometric models (e.g., Hashimoto et al. 2018; Roberts-
Borsani et al. 2020), especially given limited available
data beyond the rest-frame ultraviolet (UV). These re-
sults are generally consistent with previous metallicity
estimates, for example of SXDF-NB1006-2 (0.05–1 so-
lar; Inoue et al. 2016) and MACS0416-Y1 (∼0.2 solar;
Tamura et al. 2019), where in both cases the authors
conclude that dust and metal enrichment requires the
presence of an evolved underlying stellar population.
A key diagnostic in determining the extent of previ-
ous star formation is the strength of the stellar Balmer
break. However, this feature is challenging to distinguish
from strong nebular emission in photometry of the z > 7
sample. Red mid-IR 3.6µm - 4.5µm “IRAC excess” col-
ors measured with the Spitzer Space Telescope can be
explained by very young stellar populations with strong
nebular emission lines, or by more extended star forma-
tion histories with weaker emission lines and a prominent
Balmer break (permitting ∼30 times higher stellar mass
in the latter case; Roberts-Borsani et al. 2020).
The strongest indications of extended star formation
based on chemical evolution are for MACS1149-JD1 and
B14-65666, where our method indicates relatively high
metallicity. The lower bound on metallicity is &0.1 solar
in both cases, considering both systematic and measure-
ment uncertainties. Such enrichment suggests previous
star formation lasting several tens of Myr or more as
discussed above. This result bolsters previous interpre-
tation of MACS1149-JD1 where the IRAC excess cannot
be explained by line emission, clearly favoring a Balmer
break (with stellar population age& 100 Myr; Hashimoto
et al. 2018).
In the case of B14-65666, the photometric data are con-
sistent with a young starburst of age .10 Myr and strong
nebular emission, but the data also permit extended star
formation with a moderate Balmer break (Hashimoto et
al. 2019; Roberts-Borsani et al. 2020). Such a young
single-starburst age would imply extremely high effec-
tive yields to reach the metallicity we derive. A more
likely scenario in our view is that the gas may have been
pre-enriched by previous generations of star formation,
which do not necessarily dominate the observed SED nor
the IRAC excess, but can nonetheless dominate the total
stellar mass and chemical enrichment. This is demon-
strated by the 2-component SED fit of Roberts-Borsani
et al. (2020): a young (3 Myr) starburst contributes most
of the broadband photometric flux, while an extended
star formation component constitutes 92% of the stellar
mass (and we note that this model provides the best fit
to the data based solely on log-likelihood).
Thus our metallicity estimates provide additional con-
straints with which to determine the star formation his-
tories of high-z galaxies, despite some ambiguity in pho-
tometric analyses. This supports the general results of
Roberts-Borsani et al. (2020) that current near- and mid-
IR data permit a broad range of star formation histories
and stellar masses, which are not captured by single-
component models. While JWST spectroscopy will di-
rectly resolve this issue, we conclude that chemical en-
richment constraints from ALMA are valuable in support
of interpreting stellar population synthesis models.
4.2. The z ' 8 mass-metallicity relation
We show the mass-metallicity relation (MZR) in Fig-
ure 3 for two different sets of stellar masses reported in
the literature (summarized in Table 3). Masses in the
left panel are based on fits which suggest ages . 10 Myr
for most sources. It is perhaps better to treat these as
lower limits following the discussion above (e.g., Inoue
et al. 2016). The right panel shows the mean and range
of masses for two limiting cases from Roberts-Borsani
et al. (2020), where allowing for extended star forma-
tion histories can increase the stellar mass by a factor
of ∼ 30×. Here we consider the implications for metal-
licity. As discussed above, the young and low-mass case
generally requires very large [O iii]λλ4959,5007 fluxes to
reproduce observed mid-IR colors. Such strong line emis-
sion implies high Te and O32 (hence lower ICF) compared
to our fiducial values (Sections 2 and 3). As a result our
metallicity estimates would be revised downward by ∼0.2
dex. The high-mass extreme corresponds to an opposite
effect with much weaker W[OIII]4959,5007+Hβ . 200 A˚,
such that metallicity estimates would be revised upward.
Since the low/high mass cases would imply lower/higher
metallicity, even ±0.8 dex in mass would shift the sam-
ple by . 0.2 dex in O/H relative to the theoretical mass-
metallicity relation of Ma et al. (2016). In this sense the
uncertainty in MZR evolution is plausibly smaller than
uncertainty in metallicity alone. Otherwise this mass
range would propagate to ±0.3 dex in MZR evolution
for the conservative case of treating mass and metallic-
ity independently. Our interpretation of MZR evolution
from the right panel of Figure 3 is therefore not strongly
affected by the large uncertainties in stellar mass.
Although the current sample is insufficient to measure
the MZR slope at z ' 8, it provides a useful basis to
examine redshift evolution and compare with theoreti-
cal work. In this sense the relevant quantity is the (un-
weighted) mean 12 + log (O/H) = 7.9, at stellar mass
M∗ ∼ 109 − 109.5 M. The comparison with Te-based
metallicities at lower redshift is also subject to system-
atic uncertainty arising from the [O iii]λ4363 diagnostic,
which exhibits an ADF of ∼0.2 dex compared to other
methods (as noted in Section 2, e.g., Esteban et al. 2009;
Blanc et al. 2015). Hence in the right panel of Figure 3 we
increase all lower-redshift values by 0.2 dex in O/H. This
increase brings the local MZR to 12 + log (O/H) ≈ 9.0
for massive galaxies (M∗ & 1010.5 M), closer to most
results in the literature (e.g., Tremonti et al. 2004; Kew-
ley & Ellison 2008; Mannucci et al. 2010). We note that
joint analyses of optical and far-IR lines in z ' 0 galaxies
are needed to fully address this discrepancy. At fixed M∗,
the resulting evolution in O/H from z = 8 → 0 is ∼0.6
and 0.9 dex for the two panels in Figure 3. We consider
the latter to be a more appropriate relative comparison,
and thus estimate the evolution as 0.9± 0.5 dex in O/H
accounting conservatively for systematic uncertainty in
both metallicity and M∗.
Several groups have reported theoretical predictions for
the mass-metallicity relation at high redshifts based on
cosmological simulations. Bright z ' 8 galaxies near the
mass range of our sample are predicted to have metallic-
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Fig. 3.— Mass-metallicity relation of z > 7 galaxies, compared with z ' 1.5–3.5 galaxies with [O iii]λ4363-based measurements listed
in Table 3, and the z ' 0 relation from stacked spectra (black line; Curti et al. 2020). Theoretical simulation-based results from Ma et al.
(2016) are shown as dashed lines with the same redshift color-coding (z = 0, 1.5, 3, and 8).
Left: Original metallicity and stellar mass values reported in the literature. Right: Stellar masses for the z > 7 sample from Roberts-Borsani
et al. (2020): error bars in mass span the 1- and 2-component SED fit results, while data points represent the midpoint of these two cases.
Metallicities from the literature are increased by 0.2 dex in the right panel, showing the approximate effect of temperature fluctuations which
can systematically underestimate [O iii]λ4363-based values. In both panels, red error bars represent statistical measurement uncertainty
for the z > 7 sample, grey error bars show the estimated 0.4 dex systematic uncertainty in O/H, and red stars are the z > 7 unweighted
mean.
ities near ∼0.1 solar (Moriwaki et al. 2018; Katz et al.
2019; Langan et al. 2020), with evolution in the MZR to
z = 8 of ∼0.5–0.9 dex (Figure 3; Ma et al. 2016; Torrey
et al. 2019). These predictions are compatible and in
fact in good agreement with our results. A potentially
interesting point of divergence is the MZR evolution from
z ' 4−8, where predictions range from ∼0–0.3 dex (Lan-
gan et al. 2020), reflecting differences in galaxy gas con-
tent and metal-enriched outflows. Precise metallicities
from future JWST and ALMA data (Section 5) can use-
fully test these models. Chemical evolution studies can
therefore address the formative processes of gas accretion
and stellar feedback in reionization-era galaxies.
4.3. Spatially resolved metallicity
The sensitivity and angular resolution of ALMA (and
JWST) permits resolved metallicity measurements on ∼1
kpc scales at z > 7, using the approach outlined herein.
Resolved structure is already evident with ALMA in
many cases (e.g., Hashimoto et al. 2019; Smit et al. 2018).
Such information can provide considerable insight into
the earliest phases of galaxy assembly, for example re-
garding in-situ growth versus hierarchical merging. Dis-
tinguishing mergers from disk galaxies can be challeng-
ing even with high-quality kinematic data (e.g., Simons
et al. 2019), while resolved metallicity can be a powerful
discriminant (e.g., Wang et al. 2017, 2020). For in-situ
galaxy growth, spatial variations in metallicity provide
insight into gas mixing and feedback processes (e.g., Ma
et al. 2017; Jones et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2019).
BDF-3299 is a compelling example of resolved struc-
ture in our sample. Our fiducial case gives limits 12 +
log (O/H) < 7.9 and > 8.1 for the UV- and IR-bright
components respectively. Likewise B14-65666 is resolved
into two distinct clumps, where luminosities reported by
Hashimoto et al. (2019) suggest that clump “A” is more
metal-rich by a few tenths of a dex than clump “B” for
our fiducial case. These nominal differences could indi-
cate mergers in both systems, where the more enriched
component likely dominates the stellar mass. Although
the metallicities of each component are not distinguish-
able given the uncertainties, it illustrates the prospects
of resolving chemical enrichment and metal mixing at
z > 7. This is a truly remarkable possibility in our view,
especially as no such resolved Te measurements have yet
been achieved beyond the relatively nearby universe.
5. REMOVING SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES:
<0.2 DEX PRECISION WITH JWST AND ALMA
Having discussed implications of our measurements for
chemical enrichment in the reionization epoch, we now
consider prospects for improved precision with future
JWST and ALMA data. While prospects for stellar mass
and strong-line abundance methods have been widely
recognized (e.g., Roberts-Borsani et al. 2020), here we
focus on Te-based metallicity using the far-IR emission
lines and [O iii] 52µm in particular.
The results of Section 3 provide both an assessment
of the dominant uncertainties and guidance on how to
minimize them. Each source of systematic uncertainty
can be reduced or eliminated with a modest number of
emission line measurements, summarized in Table 2. We
frame the discussion below in approximate order of the
largest to smallest sources of uncertainty, leaving ICF for
last as it depends on Te and ne.
1. L(Hβ): JWST can provide both Hβ flux and the
correction for dust attenuation (from ratios such
as Hα/Hβ or Paα/Hβ). Attenuation correction is
also critical for Te (via [O iii]λλ4959,5007) and ICF
(via [O ii]λλ3727,3729). We note that Paschen se-
ries lines are accessible to JWST/MIRI at z > 7
and are more robust than Balmer lines to the dust
attenuation curve. The Paα feature is especially
promising, having approximately 10× lower atten-
uation than Hβ.
2. ne: The most promising approach in our view is
to measure [O iii] 52µm, accessible in the 450
µm atmospheric window with ALMA (Band 9) for
8z ' 7.1−8.6. With ncrit = 3470 cm−3, [O iii] 52µm
is nearly independent of density for normal H ii re-
gion conditions, while the [O iii] 52µm/[O iii] 88µm
ratio provides the density ne(O
++). Figure 2 illus-
trates the clear advantage of [O iii] 52µm for ro-
bust O/H measurements. Density diagnostics such
as the optical [S ii] and [O ii] doublets are also ac-
cessible to JWST, although they do not directly
probe the O++ ionization state.
3. Te: [O iii]λ5007 and/or λ4959 luminosity pro-
vides Te in combination with the far-IR lines,
ideally [O iii] 52µm. We view the [O iii]λ4363
temperature diagnostic as far less pragmatic than
[O iii] 52µm,88µm given its low expected flux (see
Section 5.3).
4. ICF (O+ and O3+ abundance): [O ii]λλ3727,3729
is the most accessible feature to address the ICF,
although we consider some lingering uncertainty
from unknown Te(O
+). A range ±1000 K (±3000
K) in Te(O
+) corresponds to only ±0.03 dex (±0.1
dex) in log (O/H) for the fiducial conditions. The
magnitude of ICF uncertainty is related to [O ii]
flux, such that higher O32 translates to smaller un-
certainty. O3+ is expected to contribute minimally
(∼1%; Section 3.3), although it should be reconsid-
ered in cases where O+/O++ is very low (. 0.05).
The four points above outline a clear path toward
removing systematic uncertainties using a modest set
of strong emission lines: [O iii] 52µm, [O iii]λ5007,
Hβ, other H i lines such as Paα and/or Hα, and
[O ii]λλ3727,3729 (Table 2). To avoid aperture correc-
tion uncertainties, rest-optical fluxes are best determined
with grism (WFSS: wide field slitless spectroscopy) or
integral field spectroscopy (IFS) modes of JWST. With
these features, systematic uncertainty is limited by the
ICF and estimated to be .0.05-0.1 dex in O/H.
5.1. Feasibility of JWST and ALMA observations
In this section we comment on expected emission line
fluxes and detection feasibility. H i lines will likely
present the greatest challenge for JWST. For the brighter
sources B14-65666 and SXDF-NB1006-2, with a conser-
vative AV = 1 magnitude of dust extinction, the lumi-
nosity estimates from Table 1 translate to expected fluxes
fHβ ' 9 × 10−18 ergs s−1 cm−2, fHα ' 3 × 10−17, and
fPaα ' 7×10−18 ergs s−1 cm−2. Hβ and Hα would be∼2
times stronger for estimates of AV . 0.3 (Hashimoto et
al. 2019; Inoue et al. 2016), while Paα is relatively insen-
sitive to AV . Thus the brighter objects are expected to
have H i line fluxes & 10−17 ergs s−1 cm−2. [O iii]λ5007
is likely to be stronger by a factor of a few, based on
both empirical and theoretical estimates (e.g., Roberts-
Borsani et al. 2020; Katz et al. 2019). [O ii]λλ3727,3729
may be weaker than Hβ, but uncertainty in [O ii] flux
does not necessarily limit the precision in O/H (Sec-
tion 5.2; Belli et al. 2013). JWST IFS and WFSS sensi-
tivity estimates suggest that all of these key features can
be detected at & 10σ significance within a few hours or
less, for the brighter sources. We note that grism spec-
troscopy offers comparable or superior spatial resolution
and sensitivity over a far larger field of view than IFS,
which may even be useful for multiplexing of clustered
z > 7 sources. JWST’s grism modes thus provide a pow-
erful method to probe the relevant nebular emission lines
(e.g. [O ii], Hβ, and [O iii]λ5007 at z > 7 with NIRCam
WFSS).
Finally, the key [O iii] 52µm line is comparable or
brighter than [O iii] 88µm (depending on ne; Figure 2).
The minimum flux ratio is f52f88 = 0.6 for low densities,
increasing to 1.8 for ne = 600 cm
−3 (and 1.1 for the
fiducial case ne = 250 cm
−3). The main challenge is
that [O iii] 52µm falls in ALMA’s high-frequency bands,
requiring excellent conditions and of order ∼10-hour in-
tegrations for the brightest objects. From the sample
in Table 1, only those at z < 8 have [O iii] 52µm at
relatively accessible frequencies.
5.2. Forecasted precision in oxygen abundance
To illustrate the potential of combining rest-optical
and far-IR emission lines, we perform a calculation of
Te, ne, and 12 + log (O/H) with full error propaga-
tion. We adopt 10% flux uncertainty for Hβ, Paα, and
[O iii] 88µm; 20% flux uncertainty for [O iii] 52µm and
[O ii]λλ3727,3729; and ±1000 K uncertainty in Te(O+)
from the T2 − T3 relation. Line fluxes are chosen to
give the fiducial Te = 1.5 × 104 K, ne = 250 cm−3,
ICF = 0.17 dex, with 0.15 solar abundance and AV = 1
magnitude (although varying AV does not affect the re-
sults). The total result is 12 + log (O/H) = 7.88 ± 0.17,
with [O iii] 52µm dominating the error budget (±0.15
dex). The other substantial error source is Paα (±0.07;
the same precision is obtained for Hα with 3% flux un-
certainty). Hβ, [O ii]λλ3727,3729, and Te(O
+) each con-
tribute ±0.03 while [O iii] 88µm contributes negligibly
(< 0.01 dex, illustrating mild effects of ne). [O iii]λ5007
likewise contributes negligible error, assuming a flux sen-
sitivity comparable to Hβ. Increasing the flux uncer-
tainty to 20% for all lines results in±0.23 dex uncertainty
in O/H.
We conclude that signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) & 5
with good flux calibration are sufficient to achieve . 0.2
dex precision in O/H. The limiting factors above are
[O iii] 52µm and Paα, which anchor the O++ and H+
abundances. The latter can be reasonably improved with
higher sensitivity and multiple H i lines (e.g. simultane-
ously measured with JWST/MIRI-MRS). [O iii] 52µm
is likely to be limited by flux calibration accuracy of
∼10%, corresponding to a best-case precision of ±0.08
dex achievable with deep ALMA observations.
5.3. Comparison of [O iii] 52µm and [O iii]λ4363
In Section 2.4 we argue that the far-IR offers consid-
erable advantages over optical auroral lines at high red-
shifts. For comparison, we repeat the analysis of Sec-
tion 5.2 using only rest-optical emission lines, with Te
based on [O iii]λ4363. For the same physical proper-
ties, a flux uncertainty of 25% in [O iii]λ4363 (i.e., 4σ
detection) propagates to 12 + log (O/H) = 7.88+0.17−0.12 as-
suming infinite SNR in all other lines. This precision is
comparable to the case outlined in Section 5.2. How-
ever, [O iii]λ4363 is 12 times weaker than Hβ and 60
times weaker than [O iii]λ5007 for our fiducial condi-
tions (e.g., Te = 1.5 × 104 K). Hence achieving SNR=4
in [O iii]λ4363 requires &10 times better sensitivity at
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rest-optical wavelengths (∼100× longer integration times
with JWST!) compared to achieving SNR=5 in Hβ, and
may be even more challenging if Te is lower. We there-
fore find the [O iii] 52µm approach with ALMA to be far
more pragmatic.
6. DISCUSSION
We present a simple method to determine gas-phase
oxygen abundance from far-IR emission lines and SFR
measurements, and apply it to a sample of galaxies at
z = 7.1 − 9.1. We find typical 12 + log (O/H) = 7.9 or
∼0.2 times the solar abundance. We determine evolu-
tion in the MZR of 0.9± 0.5 dex in O/H from z = 8→ 0
at fixed stellar mass, accounting conservatively for sys-
tematic uncertainties in both mass and metallicity. The
results reveal a substantial degree of chemical enrichment
in reionization-era galaxies, indicating that star forma-
tion has likely been ongoing for ∼100 Myr in much of the
sample (supporting multi-component studies of stellar
population properties; e.g., Roberts-Borsani et al. 2020).
The underlying evolved stellar populations are not cap-
tured by single-component photometric fits, yet can eas-
ily dominate the stellar mass and integrated number of
UV photons produced by these galaxies. This in turn
is important for understanding the cosmic reionization
process at z > 7.
Notably, Roberts-Borsani et al. (2020) constrain
the extent of older stellar populations largely using
[O iii] 88µm and far-IR dust continuum. These ALMA
measurements enable modeling of how nebular emis-
sion and stellar continuum breaks contribute to observed
mid-IR photometry. Additional higher-frequency ALMA
data can help to constrain both the dust mass and neb-
ular emission (as [O iii] 52µm would eliminate the factor
of 3× uncertainty from the range of densities considered
herein, compared to [O iii] 88µm). While JWST spec-
troscopy presents a clear path forward, further ALMA
observations are a promising intermediate step to refine
estimates of stellar population properties.
We have discussed prospects for improving metallicity
measurements with future JWST and ALMA data, con-
cluding that 0.1–0.2 dex precision is feasible with mod-
est integration times for the best z > 7 targets. The
[O iii] 52µm emission line is highlighted as an important
feature for securing robust Te and abundance measure-
ments. While challenging high-frequency observations
are required, we nonetheless argue that [O iii] 52µm is
far more accessible than the [O iii]λ4363 Te diagnos-
tic. While our discussion focuses on z > 7 galaxies,
the same methods can be applied at lower z = 5.2–6.3
where [O iii] 52µm is redshifted into ALMA’s Band 10.
ALMA’s sensitivity to fixed [O iii] 52µm luminosity is
approximately equal in Band 9 (z ≈ 7–8) as in Band
10, as the ∼ 2× higher noise is compensated by lower
luminosity distance. Intrinsically luminous (or gravita-
tionally lensed) z ' 6 galaxies are thus detectable within
a few hours with ALMA in high-frequency weather.
Future abundance measurements can provide remark-
able insight into the early assembly history of galax-
ies. Knowledge of metallicity will improve photoion-
ization models used to interpret high-redshift emission
lines, including inferences on the stellar ionizing spec-
trum. Metallicity also serves as a constraint on inte-
grated enrichment from past star formation history, es-
pecially in combination with improved stellar mass de-
terminations. Star formation histories and the stellar
ionizing spectrum in turn have important implications
for the timeline of cosmic reionization and the role of
star forming galaxies. Additionally, measuring evolution
in the mass-metallicity relation from z ' 5–8 will test
different theoretical models and provide insight into the
gas content, accretion rates, and stellar feedback which
drive early galaxy evolution. Current theoretical mod-
els vary by ∼0.3 dex of evolution in O/H, which can be
distinguished with modest samples using the techniques
described herein. Finally, spatially resolved metallicity
measurements may be feasible for bright and moderately
extended sources, offering a useful probe of gas mixing
processes and hierarchical merger assembly. JWST is
undoubtedly poised to revolutionize our knowledge of
reionization-era galaxies, and we view ALMA observa-
tions of far-IR [O iii] lines as an extremely valuable com-
ponent for chemical evolution studies.
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TABLE 1
Oxygen abundance estimates of z > 7 galaxies
Object namea zspeca L([O iii] 88µm)a SFRa L(Hβ)b 12 + log (O++/H+) 12 + log (O/H)c Referencesd
[L] [M yr−1] [erg s−1] ±σstat ±σstat ± σsys
MACS1149-JD1e 9.110 (7.4± 1.6)× 107 4.2+0.8−1.1 3.43× 1041 7.98+0.15−0.14 8.15+0.15−0.14 ± 0.4 H18, L19
A2744-YD4e 8.382 (7.0± 1.7)× 107 12.9+11.1−6.0 1.05× 1042 7.47+0.28−0.32 7.64+0.28−0.32 ± 0.4 L17, L19
MACS0416-Y1e 8.312 (1.2± 0.3)× 109 57+175.0−0.2 4.65× 1042 8.06+0.10−0.69 8.23+0.10−0.69 ± 0.4 T19
SXDF-NB1006-2 7.215 (9.9± 2.1)× 108 219+105−176 1.79× 1043 7.39+0.71−0.21 7.56+0.71−0.21 ± 0.4 I16
B14-65666 7.168 (3.4± 0.4)× 109 200+82−38 1.63× 1043 7.97+0.10−0.16 8.14+0.10−0.16 ± 0.4 H19, F16
BDF-3299 (UV)f 7.109 < 5.5× 107 >5.7 > 4.65× 1041 7.72 7.89 C17, M15
BDF-3299 (IR)f 7.109 (1.8± 0.2)× 108 <12 < 9.80× 1041 7.91 8.08 C17, M15
a As compiled in Table 2 of Harikane et al. (2019).
b Hβ luminosity calculated from SFR via Equation 1.
c 12 + log (O/H) includes a fiducial correction of +0.17 dex from singly-ionized oxygen.
d References for redshift, [O iii] 88µm luminosity, and SFR. C17: Carniani et al. (2017), F16: Furusawa et al. (2016), H18: Hashimoto
et al. (2018), H19: Hashimoto et al. (2019), I16: Inoue et al. (2016), L17: Laporte et al. (2017), L19: Laporte et al. (2019), M15:
Maiolino et al. (2015), T19: Tamura et al. (2019)
e Luminosity and SFR values are corrected for lensing magnification. All other quantities are independent of magnification.
f Far-IR line emission is spatially offset from the rest-UV continuum. We list results separately at the locations of rest-UV (with
upper limit on L([O iii] 88µm), and SFR assuming no extinction which we express as a lower limit) and [O iii] 88µm emission (with
upper limit on SFR, although this limit may be underestimated; Carniani et al. 2017). Oxygen abundances correspond to the listed
values and should be treated as an upper (lower) limit for the UV (IR) region. Given the complexities of upper and lower limits, we
do not attempt to quantify the uncertainty range.
TABLE 2
Sources of systematic uncertainty in oxygen abundance
Parameter Fiducial value Range σlog (O/H)
a ∂ log (O/H)
∂ logX
b Prospects for eliminating systematic error at z > 7
Te 15,000 K 9,000–20,000 K
+0.17
−0.09 −0.72 [O iii]λλ4959,5007 with JWST, & [O iii] 52µm with ALMA
ne 250 cm−3 10–600 cm−3 +0.23−0.24 0.47 [O iii] 52µm with ALMA
L(Hβ) (Equation 1) RMS ' 0.25 dex ±0.25 −1.0 Hβ and other H i lines with JWST
O+ + O3+
Otot
0.33 0.08–0.59 +0.22−0.13 0.25 [O ii]λλ3727,3729 with JWST
a Here σ corresponds to the difference in log (O/H) between the fiducial value and extrema of the range.
b Partial derivative of log (O/H) with respect to each parameter (X: Te, ne, etc.), evaluated at the fiducial values.
TABLE 3
Literature Mass and Metallicity Measurements
Object name z 12 + log (O/H) log M∗
M
a log M∗
M
b log M∗
M
b References
([O iii]λ4363-based) (R-B20, 1-comp) (R-B20, 2-comp)
z > 7 sample
MACS1149-JD1 9.110 9.03+0.17−0.08 8.23± 0.01 9.88± 0.01 H18
A2744-YD4 8.382 9.29+0.24−0.18 8.71± 0.02 10.26± 0.06 L17
MACS0416-Y1 8.312 8.38+0.10−0.06 8.93± 0.01 10.35± 0.03 T19
SXDF-NB1006-2 7.215 8.54+0.79−0.22 I16
B14-65666 7.168 8.89+0.05−0.04 9.25± 0.04 9.49± 0.99 H19
z = 1− 4 sample
S13c 1.425 7.95+0.07−0.07 8.33
+0.1
−0.14
AEGIS-11452c 1.6715 7.72+0.19−0.16 9.48
+0.08
−0.36
C12ac 1.8339 7.46+0.23−0.22 7.7
+0.1
−0.1
GOODS-S-41547c 2.5451 7.84+0.33−0.24 9.3
+0.13
−0.06
A1689-217d 2.5918 8.06± 0.12 8.07–8.59
COSMOS-1908c 3.0767 8.02+0.10−0.13 8.93
+0.1
−0.1
COSMOS-23895c 3.6372 7.99+0.26−0.17 9.43
+0.13
−0.07
a References for stellar mass are given in the final column, with same codes as Table 1.
b 1- and 2-component masses from R-B20: Roberts-Borsani et al. (2020). Masses are corrected for lensing magnification,
where relevant.
c As compiled by Sanders et al. (2020).
d From Gburek et al. (2019).
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